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The theorem is easily extended to an m space immersed in an n space. Since a Riemann space of m dimensions can always be immersed in a flat space of at most %tn(m + l) dimensions, we have an immediate proof of the Gauss theorem for a Riemann space of any number of dimensions. For it is obvious that the transversality of the length integral in a flat w-space is the orthogonality of lineal elements to (« -1)-elements with the same base point, and evidently the section of this transversality by any ra-spread contained in the ft-flat is the orthogonality of lineal to (m -1) -elements in the w-spread. could be reduced to a simple standard form in the neighborhood of an analytic singular point, i. e., a point at which X(x, y) and Y(x, y) are analytic, but vanish simultaneously. Although the method fails to be directly applicable to certain special cases, it has shown itself to be of sufficient value* to warrant its extension to systems of higher order, an extension which forms the subject of the present note.
For clarity of exposition, we shall deal with the system of the second order
for which the origin is an analytic singular point:
We wish to find the integral curves which approach the origin, and have there the form (3)
Here w, v, w are functions of the parameter /, distinct from zero when 2 = 0, and p y q> r, positive integers. When these expressions are substituted in equation (1), we get updt + tdu X) Aa'fi>yU«'vfi'wy' fta'-iWrt-y'ri-i a' ,P',y' To find these quantities, we proceed geometrically. In the 3-dimensional space of rectangular coordinates (£, 77, f), plot the following three classes of points:
(I) The points (a'-1, /3', y'), corresponding to all the non-vanishing ^^y's present in (2).
(II) The points (ce", |3"-1, 7"), corresponding to the Aa»fiy' S.
(III) The points (a'", j8'" f 7'" -1), corresponding to the i^'W"^.
All these points lie within or upon the solid angle formed by the three quarter-planes £= -1, i?£ -1, râ-1; u-i, 1?--1, r^-i; *£ï -1, ^-i, r= -1.
Unless X, F, Z are polynomials, the points will spread out to infinity. Let II be a plane which cuts all three edges of the solid angle, and which determines with the faces a tetrahedron not containing any of the points (I), (II), or (III) in its interior. Suppose that there lies on II at least one point (a 0 '-1, j8 0 ', To'), one point (# 0 ", |3o"-1, To"), and one point (oo", j8o", To" 7 -!). Then it is clearly possible to take as direction components of the normal to II three relatively prime positive integers, which we will call p, q, r. The equation of II will then be (6) pt + W + rt = p.
I say that the ai, j3o', • • • , To ", P, <?, t determined in the above manner have the requisite properties (i), (ii). That they satisfy the first requirement is seen from the fact that {al -1, ]8o , To ), etc., lie on II, (taking S=p + 1). As for the second requirement, let a{, ft', • • • , y[ n be any set of values represented in (2). By construction, we know that the points (a{ -1, |8i, y{ ), etc., do not lie on the same side of II as the vertex ( -1, -1, -1). It follows, on applying the rudiments of analytic geometry to the equation (6) and the points in question, that
i. e., requirement (ii) is satisfied.
We are now ready to complete the reduction. Let uo t vo, Wo be the values which u, v, w take on when t equals zero. Then, when the common factor t b is removed from equations (4) and t set equal to zero, they yield , ?) ^op_ ^ voj WQV SAWwy,,, Uo«'"vot'"w<?'" ' Here S denotes a summation extended over those values of ^'jjS'» * * -, T r// which satisfy equations (5). It will in general be possible to select arbitrarily one of the quantities Wo, flo, WQ, when values of the others will be determined by equations (7).
